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Abstract Measurement of O+ in the Earth's magnetosphere is important for monitoring and
understanding the initiation and evolution of geomagnetic activity. During active times, O+ can be the
most abundant ion in the magnetosphere. Furthermore, because O+ and H+ damage exposed spacecraft
materials through different processes, measurement and prediction of O+ and H+ fluxes is critical for
understanding cumulative damage effects to these materials resulting from the ambient plasma
environment of a spacecraft. We describe a simple technique for quantitative, in situmeasurement of O+ and
H+ fluxes using ultrathin foils. This technique is a low‐resource addition to a standard electrostatic
energy‐per‐charge analyzer followed by an array of detectors. H+ and O+ abundances up to a few tens of keV
can be determined by comparison of counts in detectors having no ultrathin foil at the detector aperture, in
which both H+ and O+ are detected, and adjacent detectors having a foil over the aperture of the
appropriate thickness to stop the transmission of O+ but through which H+ can transit. We describe three
techniques for implementing this method enabling differentiation of O+ and H+ in an instrument package
significantly simpler than traditional mass spectrometers.

Plain Language Summary Measurement of oxygen ions in near‐Earth space is important
for monitoring and understanding the current state of the magnetosphere. While hydrogen is typically
the most abundant ion in the magnetosphere, during times of enhanced geomagnetic activity oxygen
can dominate. Additionally, oxygen and hydrogen ions can damage exposed spacecraft materials by
species‐dependent processes. Thus, measurement and prediction of oxygen and hydrogen fluxes is
critical for understanding cumulative damage effects to spacecraft materials as well as determining
magnetospheric activity levels. We describe a simple, low‐resource technique for measuring oxygen and
hydrogen fluxes in the spacecraft's local plasma environment. This concept utilizes standard
measurement techniques for energy selection followed by an array of detectors. The concept uses two
types of detectors: one covered with an ultrathin foil and one with no foil. The detector with the foil
will measure hydrogen only, as the foil is specifically tuned to prevent oxygen transmission. The
detector with no foil measures both oxygen and hydrogen. The abundances of oxygen and hydrogen can
be determined by comparison of counts in the two detector types. We describe three techniques for
implementing this method enabling differentiation of oxygen and hydrogen in an instrument package
significantly simpler than traditional mass spectrometers.

1. Introduction

While H+ is ubiquitous in the Earth's magnetosphere, early observations of plasma composition indicated
the presence of heavy ions (Shelley et al., 1972). Of these heavy ions, the CNO group, often identified sim-
ply as O+, is generally the most abundant, followed by He+ (Denton et al., 2017; Fernandes et al., 2017;
Jahn et al., 2017; Lennartsson, 1989; Lennartsson et al., 1979, 1981) and trace amounts of He++

(Gloeckler & Hamilton, 1987; Young et al., 1977, 1982) and molecular ions (Craven et al., 1985; Seki
et al., 2019). O+ predominantly originates from the ionosphere, where it can be energized, resulting in out-
flow to the magnetosphere (Chappell et al., 1987; Shelley et al., 1972). Generally, O+ is more abundant
nearer the Earth than at larger radial distances (Maggiolo & Kistler, 2014; Mouikis et al., 2010; Young
et al., 1982).
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Measurement of the phase space distribution of O+ provides insight into the complex dynamics of an
energized magnetosphere and can be used to monitor space weather. Magnetospheric oxygen abundance
is correlated with solar activity due to enhanced sourcing of heavy ions by the ionosphere during active solar
times (e.g., Kistler & Mouikis, 2016; Young et al., 1982). Likewise, during periods of strong geomagnetic
activity O+ fluxes typically increase at all L‐shells and magnetic local times (Balsiger, 1981; Denton et al.,
2005, 2017; Fernandes et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2001; Geiss et al., 1979; Gloeckler & Hamilton, 1987; Jahn
et al., 2017; Johnson, 1979; Johnson et al., 1975; Kistler & Mouikis, 2016; Lennartsson et al., 1981;
Lennartsson & Sharp, 1982; Maggiolo & Kistler, 2014; Shelley et al., 1972; Young, 1983; Young et al.,
1982). O+ is a major contributor to the ring current, the population of particles that carries a large fraction
of the energy density in the inner magnetosphere (Kistler et al., 2016). Intensifications in the ring current are
observed as a significant decrease in Earth's surface magnetic field—this criterion defines the onset of a geo-
magnetic storm. O+ can become the dominant species of the storm time ring current (Hamilton et al., 1988),
making it an excellent proxy for evaluating space weather disturbances. O+ also plays an important role in
reconnection and influences the onset of geomagnetic substorms (Karimabadi et al., 2011; Kistler et al.,
2005; Kronberg et al., 2014; Wygant et al., 2005).

In addition to providing insight into disturbances in the geospace environment, measuring oxygen in
near‐Earth space is critical for satellite safety and operations due to its ability to cause significant damage
to the spacecraft. At energies of tens of keV, O+ is capable of causing more damage than H+ due to its larger
mass and high reactivity. For ion energies below 50 keV, H+ loses most of its energy to excitations and ioni-
zations of electrons in the target material (e.g., 94% for 10 keV H+ incident on silicon (Funsten et al., 2004)).
While this energy loss process cannot damage conductors or semiconductors, it can cause dielectric material
charging resulting in damaging electrostatic discharges as well as chemical modification of the material
(Marletta & Iacona, 1993; see also review by Plis et al., 2019, and references therein). However, O+ loses a
significant amount of its incident energy to Coulombic interactions with atoms in the material (e.g., 66%
for 10 keV O+ incident on silicon (Funsten et al., 2004)). This can cause a high density of atomic
displacements and rearrangement along the ion track in both dielectric and conductive materials, resulting
in chemical and physical modification of the material structure.

The capacity for damage from incident oxygen has been the impetus for targeted flight experiments, includ-
ing the Evaluation of Oxygen Interaction with Materials III (EOIM‐III) flight experiment (Roussel &
Bourdon, 2000) and the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) experiment (Brinza, 1993). Physical mod-
ification of spaceflight materials by oxygen include sputtering or abstraction of individual atoms from the
target material (Tennyson, 1993), sometimes resulting in degradation of mechanical properties including
modulus, strength, and dimensional stability (Brinza, 1993; Koontz et al., 1991). Organics such as polymer
films (including polyimides) and polyether ether ketone (PEEK) plastic are especially sensitive to exposure
to on‐orbit oxygen (Banks et al., 2004). Polyimides in particular are widely used in spacecraft as they are a
core constituent of spacecraft multilayer insulators (MLI); exposure to atomic oxygen adversely affects their
chemical structure, resulting in surface texturing and erosion of the material (Tahara et al., 1995). Changes
in optical properties of materials have also been observed, including severe degradation of optical coatings
(Paillous, 1993), fogging of silvered Teflon blankets flown on LDEF (Brinza, 1993), and degradation of solar
panel power production (Visentine et al., 2002). Techniques such as employing protective coatings help miti-
gate the detrimental effects of oxygen (Banks et al., 1993). However, continued monitoring of the in situ
hydrogen and oxygen populations is critical for understanding and predicting the impact of the plasma
environment on spacecraft materials throughout the magnetosphere.

A variety of mass spectrometers onboard many missions have been flown over the last half‐century (for a
detailed review see Young, 1998) to study the composition of the terrestrial magnetosphere in order to better
understand its structure, dynamics, and coupling to the ionosphere and solar wind. Orthogonal electric and
magnetic fields were employed in mass spectrometers on 1971‐089A/CXA (Shelley et al., 1972) and
CRESS/LOMICS (Collin et al., 1992; Young et al., 1992). A double‐focusing spectrometer utilizing crossed
cylindrical electric and magnetic fields flew on GEOS/ICE and ISEE‐1/PCE (Balsiger et al., 1976; Shelley
et al., 1978), and magnetic spectrometer Geotail/CPI employed electromagnets (Frank et al., 1994). Time‐
of‐flight (TOF) mass spectrometers, often leveraging ultrathin carbon foils to help generate start/stop sig-
nals, include AMPTE/CCE (Gloeckler et al., 1985), CLUSTER/CIS (Rème et al., 1997), POLAR/TIDE
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(Moore et al., 1995), FAST/TEAMS (Möbius et al., 2013), Van Allen
Probes/HOPE (Funsten et al., 2013; Spence et al., 2013), and
MMS/HPCA (Young et al., 2014). When compared with plasma spectro-
meters with no compositional capability, mass spectrometers usually
require significant additional resources. For example, magnetic mass
spectrometers are typically heavy, and TOF spectrometers require fast
timing circuits, long drift lengths, and often additional high voltages.

New techniques for measuring ion composition focus on decreasing size,
weight, and/or power requirements (e.g., MacDonald et al., 2009). Here
we describe a low‐resource, thin‐foil technique to measure H+ and O+

fluxes in magnetospheric plasma. Although the mass resolution of this
technique is poorer than dedicated magnetic or TOF mass spectrometers
and cannot resolve minor species of the magnetosphere, it is sufficient
to distinguish the dominant magnetospheric species H+ from O+ because
of their large mass difference. More specifically, the instrument response
to H+, He+, and He++ will be indistinguishable. Similarly, the instrument
cannot distinguish C+, N+, and O+ from each other. These minor species
add some additional uncertainty to the measurements which would
require quantification in a full instrument build. For this manuscript,
we focus on describing the technique, which enables monitoring and
assessment of the plasma environment of the spacecraft and provides
information about the magnetospheric activity level.

2. Technique for Distinguishing O+ From H+

Ultrathin foils are commonly used in space instrumentation in applications ranging from energetic neutral
atom (ENA) imagers (e.g., Funsten et al., 2009; McComas et al., 2012; Moore et al., 2000; Pollock et al., 2000)
to time‐of‐flight mass spectrometers (e.g., Allegrini et al., 2016; McComas et al., 2004; Wüest, 1998, and refer-
ences therein). These instruments exploit several properties of the interaction of fast atoms or molecules
with ultrathin foils. When an incident particle traverses an ultrathin foil, (a) the charge state of the incident
particle may be modified upon exiting the foil, (b) a secondary electron may be generated on the entrance
and/or exit surfaces of the foil, and (c) a molecular ion may be dissociated into its constituent atoms.
Particles lose energy and experience angular scattering in the foils; thus, thinner foils are used to minimize
these effects (e.g., Allegrini et al., 2014, 2016; Ebert et al., 2014; McComas et al., 2004). The foil stopping
power, and thus the ability of a particle to traverse a foil, depends both on incident particle energy and spe-
cies; we exploit this dependence for a low‐resource technique that distinguishes H+ from O+ for space
weather applications.

We use carbon as the ultrathin foil material because it is easily fabricated, its thickness can be controlled
with reasonable accuracy (typically ±0.5 μg·cm−2 as cited by the manufacturer), and carbon foils have been
successfully used onmore than 20 space‐based instruments (e.g., Allegrini et al., 2016; McComas et al., 2004;
Wüest, 1998, and references therein). These foils are mounted on high‐transmission grids that enable large
aperture areas and survival of the foils in the harsh vibration and acoustic environment of launch. Figure 1
shows the mean projected range of H+ and O+ incident on a carbon target derived using the Stopping and
Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) simulation (Ziegler & Biersack, 1985). For incident ions with energy
0.1–50 keV, the range of H+ in the carbon target is approximately 4 times the range of O+. Thus, a carbon
foil of specified thickness will transmit H+ and completely stop O+ over a predictable energy range. The opti-
mal foil thickness will be selected based on the energy range needed to meet the measurement objectives of
the particular mission.

In Figure 2 we present a simple instrument concept for demonstrating the utility of this technique, based on
a two‐detector configuration (Funsten et al., 2007). This concept uses two electron multiplier detectors, such
as a channel electronmultiplier (CEM) or microchannel plate (MCP). Detector 1 (D1) lies behind a grid with
a thin foil, and detector 2 (D2) lies behind a grid with no foil. Using identical grids helps ensure that D1 and
D2 have similar opacity and electric field geometry between the grid and entrance to the electron multiplier

Figure 1. The range of H+ and O+ in carbon calculated using the Stopping
and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) software and shown as a function of
incident ion energy E0. Ranges are shown in μg·cm−2 (left axis) and nm
(right axis) assuming that the foils are 100% pure carbon. At a given energy,
the range of H+ is much greater than that of O+. Therefore, a wide energy
range exists over which O+ will be stopped in a carbon foil whereas H+

will be transmitted.
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(Funsten et al., 1996). Although secondary electrons are generated at the
entrance and exit surfaces of the foil covering D1, the secondary electron
generated on the entrance surface is not detected and therefore not shown
in Figure 2. Any secondary electrons generated at the grid with no foil cov-
ering D2 are negligible and approximated as zero in this analysis.

An ion that traverses the foil loses an amount of energy that depends on
the foil thickness, foil composition, and ion energy and species. By design-
ing the foil to transmit H+ while stopping O+ at the same incident energy,
D1 detects only H+, whereas D2 detects both H+ and O+. Therefore, com-
parison of the count rates between D1 and D2 enables quantification of
the incident H+ and O+ fluxes.

3. Transmission of O+ and H+ Through Thin Foils

To evaluate this technique, wemeasured the transmission of 1–60‐keVH+

and O+ beams through carbon foils of several different thicknesses.
Nominal 1‐, 4‐, 6‐, 8‐, 10‐, and 12‐μg·cm−2 carbon foils, in which the nominal thickness refers to the foil
thickness value cited by the manufacturer, were procured and subsequently mounted on a 333 line‐per‐inch
(lpi) electroformed Ni grid that was affixed to a frame containing a 5.9‐mm‐diameter aperture. We measured
the grid transmission, equivalent to the open area of the grid, to be TG = 0.83. Table 1 summarizes the char-
acteristics of the eight foils used in this experiment.

3.1. Foil Thickness Assessment

Prior to evaluating the proposed technique for differentiating H+ ions from O+ ions, the carbon foils must
first be characterized to ensure that their performance is consistent with the manufacturer‐provided nom-
inal thicknesses. The analysis of Meyer (1971) derived a dependence of the ion energy E0 on the half‐width
ψ1/2 of the angular scattering distribution,ψ1=2∝ 1

E0
, for a particular foil composition, thickness, and incident

ion species. We exploit this systematic dependence to quantify the performance of the foil using the foil con-
stant kF, defined as

kF ¼ E0ψ1=2 (1)

where E0 is the incident ion energy and ψ1/2 is the measured angular scattering half‐width at half maximum.

The foils used in this study were evaluated by measuring the angular scatter distribution of H+ transmitted
through the foil and deriving the foil constant, a standard measurement used as a proxy for foil thickness
(Funsten et al., 1992, 1994; Funsten, McComas, et al., 1993). The H+/O+ separation technique described in
section 2 relies on the thickness of the foil and not the angular scattering of ions through the foil; therefore,
no measurement of the angular scattering of O+ through the foil is necessary.

Figure 2. Schematic of a low‐resource instrument concept for differentiat-
ing H+ and O+. Detector D1 consists of a channel electron multiplier
(CEM) behind a grid with a foil, whereas detector D2 is a CEM detector
behind a grid with no foil. The foil in front of D1 is of such thickness that H+

is transmitted while O+ is blocked. The D1 count rate is a measure of the H+

flux, and the difference in count rates between D1 and D2 is a measure of
the O+

flux.

Table 1
Summary of Carbon Foil Thicknesses Used in This Study

Manufacturer‐reported nominal
thickness (μg·cm−2)

Foil constant
kF (keV deg)

Calculated nominal
thickness (μg·cm−2)

Foil 1 1 35 0.83
Foil 2 4 67.8 4.02
Foil 3 6 89.3 6.11
Foil 4 8 107.8 7.90
Foil 5 10 134.2 10.47
Foil 6 12 144 11.42
Foil 7 12 151.2 12.12
Foil 8 10 168.2 13.77

Note. The nominal thickness is provided by themanufacturer. The foil constant is determined experimentally using H+.
The calculated thickness is determined from the experimental results using equation (2).
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The experimental apparatus for characterizing the foils is shown in Figure 3 and uses a Quantar Technology
Inc. imagingMCP detector (series 3395). Amagneticallymass‐resolved collimated beam of H+ ions of known
energy E0 and constant flux Φ was first directed toward the grounded primary aperture which defined the
beam size. For this foil thickness characterization measurement, the primary aperture was 0.2 mm.
Immediately following the primary aperture was a 7‐mm aperture biased to +20 V to capture any stray sec-
ondary electrons generated at the beam‐defining primary aperture which could potentially contaminate the
fluxmeasurement. This secondary aperture was sufficiently large and its potential was sufficiently low that it
did not affect the energy nor spatial distribution of the incident ion beam. Following this pair of apertures,
the beam was incident on a frame with support grid and foil. The distance d between the foil and the MCP
detector was 6.5 mm. The frame and grid holding the foil were grounded while the front surface of the
MCP detector was held at +100 V. Protons traversed the foil and were scattered; proton measurements at

the MCP detector enabled calculation of the angular scattering distribu-
tion, which is used as a proxy for the foil thickness using the technique
described in detail in Funsten et al. (1992).

Figure 4 shows the measured angular scattering half‐width as a function
of incident H+ energy for the foils used in this study. The foil constants
for each foil were derived from a fit of equation (1) to the angular scatter-
ing data and are shown as the solid lines of constant kF in Figure 4.
Measured results for Foil 8 were inconsistent with the manufacturer's
reported value of 10 μg·cm−2; measurement indicated Foil 8 has foil con-
stant 168.2 keV·deg, which exceeds that of the 12‐μg·cm−2 foils. Based on
the measured kF, this foil has a thickness that more closely corresponds to
a nominal 14‐μg·cm−2 thickness. The thicknesses of other nominal
10‐μg·cm−2 foils from the same procurement lot (not shown in this study)
were also consistently measured to a value of kF that was higher than
expected, suggesting a systematic fabrication error of that lot. The other
nominal 10‐μg·cm−2 foil shown in Figure 4 was from a different procure-
ment lot and exhibited a foil constant consistent with its nominal thick-
ness. These measurements demonstrate variability relative to
manufacturer‐reported thicknesses and highlight the importance of eval-
uating the foils prior to usage in instrumentation.

Figure 3. Experimental apparatus used for both characterizing thicknesses of ultrathin foils and for demonstrating the
technique for distinguishing H+ from O+. The H+ or O+ beam enters from the left. The primary aperture defines the
beam size, while the secondary aperture is biased to +20 V to collect secondary electrons generated at the primary
aperture or the foil/grid. A translational stage enables setup of multiple configurations of foils and grids without needing
to break vacuum. After passing through the foil/grid or grid only, the beam is imaged on the microchannel plate (MCP)
detector.

Figure 4. The measured angular scattering half‐width at half maximum of
H+ transmitted through carbon foils of various nominal thickness is
shown as a function of the incident ion energy. The lines represent fits to the
data using equation (1).
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Figure 5 shows the foil constant derived from the H+ data in Figure 4 as a
function of the nominal foil thickness. The foil constant kF (keV·deg) var-
ies linearly with the nominal foil thickness τN (μg·cm−2), with the excep-
tion of the anomalous 10‐μg·cm−2 foil represented by the lone square data
point. A fit to the data (excluding the square data point) yields

kF ¼ 10:3τN þ 26:4: (2)

Table 1 summarizes the foil characteristics including tabulation of the
reported nominal foil thickness as provided by the manufacturer, the foil
constant resulting from the measured scattering half‐angle, and the calcu-
lated nominal thickness resulting from the fit shown in equation (2).
Although kF was determined from H+ data, this quantity is used as a
proxy for foil thickness, an innate characteristic of the foil which is inde-
pendent of the incident ion species.

Extrapolation of equation (2) to τN = 0, which ideally corresponds to a car-
bon foil of zero thickness, results in a foil constant kF = 26.4 keV·deg, sug-
gesting a systematic, constant‐thickness residual layer in addition to the
carbon foil. The first term of equation (2) is interpreted as representing
the actual thickness of the deposited carbon since the carbon deposition

is accurately measured by themanufacturer using a quartz crystal microbalance. The second term represents
a residual layer that likely consists of a residual parting agent attached to the carbon layer and/or adsorbates
introduced during the foil fabrication or mounting process (Ebert et al., 2014; Funsten et al., 1992; Funsten,
McComas, et al., 1993; Funsten & Shappirio, 1997; McComas et al., 2004; Ritzau & Baragiola, 1998). Based
on the linear correlation between kF and τN, (i.e., a nominal 1 μg‐cm−2 foil corresponds to 10.3 keV·deg
according to equation (2)), the equivalent carbon thickness of this residual layer is ~2.5 μg·cm−2. We note
that carbon foils much thinner than those used in this study typically appear to have amuch thinner residual
layer than suggested by equation (2). For example, a nominal 0.5‐μg·cm−2 carbon foil was measured to have
a foil constant kF in the range of 12–15 keV·deg (Funsten, McComas, et al., 1993), and the foil thickness itself
is much thinner than the residual layer of ~25 μg·cm−2 obtained for the thick foils used here. This variability
again emphasizes the need for experimentally characterizing foil thicknesses before implementing them into
an instrument.

3.2. Experimental Technique for H+ and O+ Differentiation

The experimental apparatus for demonstrating the low‐resource mass separation technique is shown in
Figure 3. This setup is identical to the setup described for foil thickness characterization in section 3.1 with
one minor change: for demonstrating the low‐resource mass separation technique, the primary aperture is
2.7 mm.

The magnetically resolved, collimated beam of H+ or O+ ions was incident on a frame with a support grid
only (D2 in Figure 2), and the output count rate C2 from the MCP detector was measured. The foil‐less aper-
ture was then replaced by an aperture frame with a foil and its support grid, representative of D1 in Figure 2,
and the count rate C1 was measured.

For both configurations D1 and D2, the distance d between the grid and the MCP detector was 6.5 mm, and
the grid geometry and opacity were identical. The aperture frames and grids of D1 and D2 were grounded
while the front surface of the MCP detector was held at +100 V. The potential difference between the
foils/grids and the front surface of the MCP maximized the ion detection efficiency and imaging resolution
in two ways. First, secondary electrons created by ions or electrons that strike the web region of the front
MCP are electrostatically redirected back toward the detector and could thus initiate an electron avalanche
in the MCP, ensuring (a) that the incident ions are detected and (b) that they are detected at the correct loca-
tion on the MCP (Funsten et al., 1996). Second, ions that transit the foil can generate secondary electrons at
the exit surface of the foil which are accelerated toward the MCP and similarly enhance the detection prob-
ability. Thus, an enhanced detection efficiency results from (a) detection of the ion only, (b) detection of the

Figure 5. The foil constant kF, derived by fitting equation (2) to the H+ data
in Figure 4, is a measure of the foil thickness and is shown as a function of
the manufacturer‐reported “nominal” foil thickness. The solid line is a fit to
all data except the anomalous square data point (described in detail in the
text).
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secondary electrons off the foil only, or (c) detection of the ion and secondary electrons off the foil registering
as a single count. The arrival time difference between an incident ion and the secondary electrons it gener-
ates was determined to be ≤56 ns for H+ and O+ ions spanning 1–50 keV. This is much smaller than the μs
deadtime of the Quantar detector system, ensuring that an incident ion and its secondary electrons did not
register as two counts.

We define E0 as the energy of an incident ion at the entrance of the aperture. An incident ion loses energy as
it transits the foil. The mean energy loss ΔE (τF) depends on the thickness of the foil τF. We define EF as the
mean energy of an exit distribution of ions after transmission through the foil:

EF E0; τFð Þ ¼ E0−∆E τFð Þ: (3)

For the results presented here, E0 is well‐defined by the experimental apparatus. ΔE was not determined
because it is not required for determining H+ and O+ abundances using the method described.

The count rate C1, j (# s−1) resulting from ions incident on the MCP in configuration D1 is

C1;j E0; τFð Þ ¼ AΦjTGε1;j E0; τFð ÞTF;j E0; τFð Þ (4)

where j denotes the ion species (j=H+ or O+), A is the area of the detector (cm2),Φj is the collimated mono-
energetic flux (cm−2 s−1) of ion species j at energy E0 incident on the aperture, TG is the grid transmission
(0.83 for the grids used in this study), ε1,j(E0, τF) is the detection efficiency of ions that transit the foil, and
TF,j (E0, τF) is the probability of transmission through the foil for ions of species j. Because secondary elec-
trons from the backside of the foil can be detected in addition to the transmitted incident ion, the detection
efficiency of ions that transit the foil is

ε1;j E0; τFð Þ ¼ 1− 1−εION;j EF E0; τFð Þð Þ
! "

1−εSE;j EF E0; τFð Þð Þ
! "

¼ εION;j EF E0; τFð Þð Þ þ εSE;j EF E0; τFð Þð Þ−εION;j EF E0; τFð Þð ÞεSE;j EF E0; τFð Þð Þ:
(5)

This can be rewritten without explicit dependencies for clarity as

ε1;j E0; τFð Þ ¼ 1− 1−εION;j
! "

1−εSE;j
! "

¼ εION;j þ εION;j−εION;jεSE;j:
(5b)

In equation (5), εION, j (EF(E0, τF)) is the efficiency that a transmitted ion of species j is detected by the MCP
detector. Efficiency εSE,j (EF(E0, τF)) is the detection efficiency of secondary electrons emitted from the exit
surface of the foil by the transmitted ion (note that the number of secondary electrons generated and the effi-
ciency of their detection are both contained in εSE). Both εION and εSE are a function of the energy EF(E0, τF)
of the ion at the exit surface of the foil, which in turn is a function of the foil thickness and the incident ion
energy. The quantity (1 − ɛION, j)(1 − ɛSE, j) in equation (5) corresponds to the probability that an ion of spe-
cies j that transits a foil is not detected either by its impact on the CEM detector or by secondary electrons
emitted from the exit surface of the foil which then impact on the detector; this parameterization requires
that these probabilities are independent, a reasonable assumption for this configuration.

The count rate C2, j resulting from ions detected in configuration D2, which has no foil, is

C2;j E0ð Þ ¼ AΦjTGε2;j E0ð Þ (6)

where ε2, j (E0) is the detection efficiency of ions of species j that are incident on the MCP detector. The grid
transmission TG, detector areaA, and the collimatedmonoenergetic ion beam fluxΦj for each ion species are
assumed to be the same as for configuration D1.

The ratio of count rates from configurations D1 and D2 for a particular ion species j (e.g., j represents H+ or
O+) at incident energy E0 is
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Rj E0; τFð Þ ¼
C1;j E0; τFð Þ
C2;j E0ð Þ

¼
ε1;j E0; τFð Þ
ε2;j E0ð Þ

TF;j E0; τFð Þ: (7)

For ion species j, the ratio Rj is related to the ion transmission probabil-
ity TF, j by the ratio of the energy‐dependent detection efficiencies ε1, j
and ε2, j. Because MCP and CEM detectors rely on initiation of a second-
ary electron avalanche by an incident ion in the detector or, for the case
of configuration D1, secondary electrons emitted from the exit surface of
the foil, the energy dependence of ε1, j and ε2, j follows the electronic
stopping power curve which generally increases with increasing ion
mass and with increasing ion energy over the energy range of ions used
here (Ritzau & Baragiola, 1998).

3.3. Detector Response for H+ and O+

Figures 6a and 6b show the measured ratios RH and RO, respectively, as a
function of the incident ion energy E0 for foils of various thicknesses.
Qualitatively, several expected features are apparent for particular combi-
nations of ion species and foil thickness. First, neither H+ nor O+ are
observed to transit a foil at very low energies because they lose all of their
energy and are completely stopped in the foil. Therefore, for measurement
of H+ at these very low energies, the foil must be biased to a voltage VF so
that H+ will be accelerated to sufficient energy to transit the foil and be
detected, while ensuring that the similarly accelerated O+ does not transit
the foil. From Figure 6, an acceleration voltage of VF = 8 kV is suitable.
Second, the energy at which ions begin to transit a foil increases with
increasing foil thickness. Third, O+ begins to transit a foil of a particular
thickness at an energy that is substantially higher than for H+ due to
the larger energy loss of O+ in the foil relative to H+. These three observa-
tions are consistent with many previous measurements (e.g., Allegrini
et al., 2014; Bürgi et al., 1993; Ebert et al., 2014; Funsten, Barraclough,
et al., 1993; Funsten, McComas, et al., 1993). Fourth, the transmission of
both H+ and O+ at higher energies increases toward a maximum corre-
sponding to Rj ≈ 1 as more ions successfully transit the foil. RH actually
reaches a value slightly higher than unity and subsequently approaches
a value of RH = 1, the reason for which is discussed below. Data for Foil

1 are not shown in Figure 6 because the foil was too thin, enabling near‐complete transmission of both spe-
cies over the energy range. H+ measurements were not taken for Foils 5 and 7.

The O+ data were fit to a sigmoid function of the form

RO ¼ Eb
0

Eb
C þ Eb

0

(8)

where EC, which is a function of the foil thickness, is the energy at which RO = 0.5, and the value of the expo-
nent b governs the rate at which RO rises from RO = 0 to RO = 1. The value of bwas found to be independent
of the foil thickness and energy, and the fit resulted in b = 5.14 for O+. The fitted values of EC for O+ are
shown in Figure 7 as a function of the foil constant kF. A linear dependence of EC on kF is observed; a fit
to the O+ data yields

EC ¼ 0:269kF−5:82 (9)

where EC is in units of keV and kF is in units of keV·deg.

As observed in Figure 6b, the ratio RH of count rates for incident H+ overshoots above a value of unity before
converging on unity at higher energies. This was fit to a modified sigmoid function of the form

Figure 6. The measured ratios R of counts in detector D1 relative to
detector D2 described in equation (7) are shown for incident beams of
(a) O+ and (b) H+ as a function of incident energy for several different foil
thicknesses. The solid lines are fits to the data using (a) equation (8) and
(b) equation (10).
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RH ¼ Eb
0

Eb
C þ Eb

0

1þ 1
1þ aE0

# $
(10)

where the term (1 + (1 + aE0)
−1) produces the observed overshoot RH> 1.

The parameters a and bwere found to be independent of the foil thickness
or incident ion energy, and the fit of equation (10) to the H+ data yielded
a = 1.04 keV−1 and b = 3.69. Figure 7 shows the values of EC derived by
fitting equation (10) to the H+ transmission data for each of the foils. As
with the O+ transmission, a linear dependence of EC on kF was observed,
and a linear fit to the H+ data resulted in

EC ¼ 0:0325kF−0:415 (11)

where, as before, EC is in units of keV and kF is in units of keV·deg.

The presence of an overshoot of RH is associated with the detection effi-
ciencies ε2,H(E0) and ε1,H (E0, τF). For foil thicknesses and ion energies
in which the probability of transmission through the foil approaches
unity, it is possible that ε1,j (E0, τF) TF, j (E0, τF) > ε2,j (E0) because ε1,j
(E0, τF) includes detected events that are triggered by both the transmitted
ion and secondary electrons generated at the foil's exit surface. Based on

equation (7), this results in RH > 1 occurring over an energy range that is dependent on the foil thickness.
Even when RH is initially greater than 1, it eventually falls to 1 as ε2,j (E0) →1 with increasing energy. No
overshoot is observed for O+ (i.e., RO ≤ 1), indicating that ε1,O(E0, τF) TF,O(E0, τF) ≤ ε2,O(E0) over the entire
energy range of this study.

4. Implementation

For implementation of the technique, it is critical that the ions incident on the foil‐based mass separation
subsystem have previously been filtered by energy‐per‐charge. Thus, we consider a typical ion energy‐per‐
charge (E/q) spectrometer consisting of an electrostatic energy analyzer (ESA) in one of several standard
configurations: spherical section (Bame et al., 1978, 1993), top hat (Carlson et al., 1983), or toroidal
(Young et al., 1988). The ESA, through which ions pass if their energy lies within the ESA energy passband,
is normally followed by an angle‐resolved ion counting detector section such as an array of CEMs or anMCP
detector followed by anode segments. We now show three specific implementations demonstrating how our
mass discrimination technique can be used to determine the flux of H+ and O+ incident on such an instru-
ment using the counts received by each detector and the laboratory‐determined species‐dependent response.
In section 4.1, we first introduce a two‐pixel, single look direction implementation. In section 4.2, we expand
this implementation to five pixels with five look directions. Finally, in section 4.3 we introduce an alternative
configuration—a one‐pixel, one‐look direction implementation.

4.1. Two‐Pixel, Single‐Look Direction Implementation

A simple implementation of this technique is to deploy a flight version of the apparatus shown in Figure 2
immediately following an ESA. If employing CEMs, each pixel consists of an ESA section, a foil‐covered
detector D1, and a second detector D2 with no foil. If the gridded or foil‐covered aperture is held at voltage
VF then the energy of the ion incident on the grid/foil, E0, is represented by E0 = E∞ + qVF where E∞ is the
initial ion energy and q is the ion charge. The electronics are relatively simple because the only requirement
is counting incident particles in D1 and D2.

The flux of H+ and O+ incident on each detector is determined by comparing the total count rate mea-
sured during the time interval of one energy step in D2 without a foil, C2 = C2,H + C2,O, and D1 with a
foil, C1 = C1,H + C1,O. In a space application, a count from H+ is indistinguishable from a count generated
by O+, so the quantities measured are C1 and C2 with no direct measurement of only C1,j or C2,j. Therefore,
the expressions for flux must be in terms of total count rates on each detector, C1 and C2, and the experimen-
tally determined species‐dependent instrument response, given by RO and RH (equations (8) and (10), respec-
tively). Additionally, unlike the laboratory measurements, a plasma in space will be neither monoenergetic

Figure 7. The derived values of the fitting constant EC, which corresponds
to the incident ion energy at which the transmission ratio R ≈ 0.5, exhibit
a linear dependence on the foil constant kF, which is a measure of the foil
thickness determined using protons. The solid lines are linear fits to the
derived values of EC.
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nor collimated. For each species j, the differential energy flux φ (cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV/keV) is related to the
count rate C (# s−1), geometric factor G (cm2 sr keV/keV), and detection efficiency ε by

φj ¼ Cj
%
εjG
: (12)

The expression for differential energy flux for hydrogen can be determined by rewriting equation (4):

φH E0; τFð Þ ¼ C1;H E0; τFð Þ
GTGε1;H E0; τFð ÞTF;H E0; τFð Þ

: (13)

In order to obtain an expression for C1,H (the hydrogen counts on D1) in terms of measured count rates, we
express the measured counts C1 and C2 on detectors D1 and D2 as

C1 ¼ C1;H þ C1;O and C2 ¼ C2;H þ C2;O: (14)

Equation (7) applied to each species results in

RO ¼ C1;O
%
C2;O

and RH ¼ C1;H
%
C2;H

: (15)

Using equation (14) to solve for C1,H and substituting from equation (15) results in

C1;H ¼ C1−C1;O

¼ C1−ROC2;O

¼ C1−RO C2−
C1;H

RH

# $
:

(16)

Combining like terms, the hydrogen counts on D1 can be rewritten as

C1;H E0; τFð Þ ¼ C1 E0; τFð ÞRH E0; τFð Þ−C2 E0ð ÞRO E0; τFð ÞRH E0; τFð Þ
RH E0; τFð Þ−RO E0; τFð Þ

: (17)

Substituting equation (17) into equation (13) results in an expression for the differential energy flux, shown
in equation (18). A similar procedure can be followed for determining the differential energy flux for
oxygen (equation (19)).

φH E0; τFð Þ ¼ 1
GTGε2;H

C1−C2RO

RH−RO

# $
(18)

φO E0; τFð Þ ¼ 1
GTGε2;O

C2RH−C1

RH−RO

# $
(19)

Of particular interest is the abundance of O+ relative to H+, which is simply the ratio of equations (18)
and (19):

φO

φH
¼ ε2;H

ε2;O
C2RH−C1

C1−C2RO

# $
≡R (20)

Optimization of this mass differentiation technique occurs when the uncertainty in R is minimized. That
uncertainty is

σR ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∂R
∂C1

# $2

C1 þ
∂R
∂C2

# $2

C2

s

¼ ε2;H
ε2;O

# $
·

RH−ROð Þ
C1−C2ROð Þ2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C1C2

2 þ C2C2
1

! "q
(21)

The fractional uncertainty is thus
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σR
R

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C1C2 C1 þ C2ð Þ

p

RH−ROð ÞφHφO
·

1
G2T2

Gε2;Hε2;O
: (22)

This fractional uncertainty is minimized when RH–RO is maximized,
which occurs when RH → 1 (its maximum value) and RO → 0 (its mini-
mum value). This result is conceptually intuitive: it corresponds to a foil
on D1 of sufficient thickness such that all H+ is transmitted while all O+

is blocked. Defining the energy passband of nominal transmission as the
range over which at least 90% of H+ is transmitted (RH ≥ 0.9) while less
than 10% of O+ is transmitted (RO ≤ 0.1), the foils analyzed in this study
yield the widest viable energy range of ~7–24 keV for Foil 8 (Figure 6).

Differences in the detection efficiencies of detectors D1 and D2 can be
further reduced by mounting an ultrathin (e.g., nominal 0.5 μg·cm−2) car-
bon foil to the grid of detector D2. This will enhance the detection effi-
ciency of D2 because measurement will include events triggered by both
the transmitted ion and secondary electrons generated at the foil's exit sur-
face. At this foil thickness the transmissions of both H+ and O+ are
approximately unity (Funsten,McComas, et al., 1993), and the transmitted
ions can generate secondary electrons from the backside of the foil that can
be detected along with the ion (Ritzau & Baragiola, 1998). By enhancing
the detection rate in D2, ε2,H and ε2,O both approach unity and, in particu-
lar, eliminate the overshoot RH > 1 shown in Figure 6b. Note that the
arrangement described here assumes that both detectors D1 and D2 are
observing flux incident from the same look direction.

4.2. A Five‐Pixel Application

The implementation described in section 4.1 and shown in Figure 2 can be
extended to enable measurement of H+ and O+ fluxes over multiple‐look

directions. Directional coverage can be increased by arranging a circular array of n detectors located at the
output of the ESA. Figure 8 shows a five‐pixel variant of this concept, where the five pixels are deployed after
an ESA so that incident ions are selected for energy‐per‐charge (E/q). Three pixels (P1, P3, P5) have no foil or
an extremely thin foil—comparable to or thinner than Foil 1 from this study (0.83‐μg·cm−2 calculated
thickness). The two interleaved pixels (P2, P4) have foils with thicknesses comparable to those in Figure 6b
(4–14 μg·cm−2). Because each of the pixels views a different direction, plasma anisotropiesmust be taken into
account when comparing the counts from adjacent detectors to determine the composition.

A simple assessment of the relative abundance of H+ and O+ as a function of azimuthal angle uses interpola-
tion to derive composition. For example, H+ and O+ fluxes for an isotropic distribution can be determined
using the number of counts measured in one detector (e.g., P3, measuring H+ and O+) and comparing with
the average of the counts measured in the two adjacent detectors (e.g., P2 and P4, eachmeasuring H+ only). A
more detailed analysis uses the measured counts in all detectors of the detector array and provides detailed
information on anisotropy of the ion fluxes in addition to higher statistical accuracy of H+ and O+ abun-
dances. The details of this analysis are beyond the scope of this study. The Z‐Plasma Spectrometer (ZPS) is
a variant of this detector concept utilizing ~0.9‐μg·cm−2 foils for pixels P2 and P4 and ~10‐μg·cm−2 foils for
pixels P1, P3, and P5. ZPS is currently aboard the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Space
and Atmospheric Burst Reporting System (SABRS) payloads.

4.3. Compact Single‐Pixel Implementation

Another implementation uses two detectors to derive composition in a single‐look direction. Again, the foil
elements are employed after an ESA so that incoming ions are already selected for energy‐per‐charge (E/q).
An example of this concept is shown in Figure 9. In this example, D1 is covered by a grid and a thin foil, iden-
tical to D1 in Figure 2. As before, the foil covering D1 will be tuned to allow transmission of H+ while block-
ing transmission of O+. Detector D3 is covered by a grid only and is biased positive relative to the foil such
that it will detect secondary electrons generated on the entrance side of the D1 foil from incident H+ and O+.

Figure 8. A five‐pixel implementation of the foil technique for separating
H+ and O+. Pixels P1, P3, and P5 have extremely thin foils (thinner than
Foil 1 from this study). These extremely thin foils allow transmission of both
H+ and O+. Pixels P2 and P4 have thicker foils (comparable to those from
this study), which transmit H+ and block O+.
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Both H+ and O+ will be indirectly detected by detector D3, while detector
D1 will directly detect only H+. Therefore, comparison of the count rates
between D1 and D3 enables determination of the incident H+ and O+

fluxes at each energy range setting of the ESA. In its lowest‐resource
implementation, this configuration does not require electronics for detect-
ing coincidence; a comparison of the counts on D1 and D3 is sufficient for
determining compositional abundance.

This configuration has several advantages over that shown in Figure 2. In
contrast to the configuration in Figure 2 that uses two spatially separate
outputs from the ESA (one for detector D1 and the other for detector D2
that each view different parts of the plasma distribution), the configura-
tion of Figure 9 allowsmeasurement of both H+ and O+ fluxes in the same
look direction and thus measure the same part of the plasma distribution
function. This removes the previously discussed uncertainties associated
with anisotropies measured in the plasma distribution. This technique
can also be useful for accurate measurement of the relative flux φO/φH if

the pixel geometric factor varies as a function of the exit location of the ESA, which could be problematic
for the five‐pixel implementation shown in section 4.2. Additionally, with the addition of more sophisticated
electronics, this configuration enables coincidence measurement in which a single H+ can be detected in
both detectors D1 and D3; in turn, this D1‐D3 coincidence count rate can be compared with the count rate
in detector D1 for continuous monitoring of the performance of detector D3 (described in detail below).

For the detector concept shown in Figure 9, the count rate of detector D1, C1, is identical to that of Figure 2
and equation (4). The count rate C3 resulting from ions impacting the foil and registering a pulse in detector
D3 is

C3;j E0ð Þ ¼ AφjTGε3;j E0ð Þ (23)

where ε3, j(E0) is the detection efficiency for ions of species j impacting the foil and is a convolution of the
secondary electron yield distribution off the front of the foil and the probability that these secondary elec-
trons generate a pulse in detector D3. The grid transmission TG for the grid in front of D3, detector area
A, and ion beam flux φj for each ion species are assumed to be the same as for detector D1.

The ratio R of count rates of the detectors D1 and D3 for a particular ion species j at incident energy E0 is

Rj E0; τFð Þ ¼
C1;j E0; τFð Þ
C3;j E0ð Þ

¼
ε1;j E0; τFð Þ
ε3;j E0ð Þ

TF;j E0; τFð Þ: (24)

The value of Rj for H
+ and O+ can be derived via laboratory measurement using an experimental apparatus

and method that reproduces the configuration shown in Figure 9.

This technique can be extended to a space application, where the incident plasma distribution will be
neither monoenergetic nor collimated. As before, a count from H+ is indistinguishable from a count gen-
erated by O+, so the quantity measured is C1 and C3 with no direct measurement of only C1,j or C3,j. The
H+ and O+ differential energy fluxes derived using the total count rates C1 = C1,H + C1,O in detector D1
and C3 = C3,H + C3,O in detector D3 are

φH E0; τFð Þ ¼ 1
GTGε3;H

C1−C3RO

RH−RO

# $
(25)

φO E0; τFð Þ ¼ 1
GTGε3;O

C3RH−C1

RH−RO

# $
; (26)

where RH and RO are defined in equation (24). By combining equations (25) and (26), the abundance of O+

relative to H+ is

Figure 9. An implementation of the foil technique for measuring H+ and
O+

fluxes with a single pixel. Detector D1 is covered with a grid and foil
such that H+ is transmitted while O+ is not. Detector D3 detects secondary
electrons emitted by the impact of both H+ and O+ on the surface of the foil.
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φO

φH
¼ ε3;H

ε3;O
C3RH−C1

C1−C3RO

# $
: (27)

As with the configuration shown in Figure 2, the technique for this configuration is optimized when the sta-
tistical error of the abundance ratio φO/φH is minimized. Again utilizing equations (21) and (22) for assessing
the error, the technique is optimized when RH→ 1 and RO→ 0, corresponding to a foil of sufficient thickness
so that the transmission of H+ is 100% while the transmission of O+ is 0%.

Asmentioned above, an added benefit of the configuration shown in Figure 9 is the ability to use coincidence
measurements between D1 and D3 to monitor the absolute H+ efficiency of detector D3. This derivation of
the D3 absolute detection efficiency assumes minimal noise interference, measurements of only a single par-
ticle at a time, and no random coincidence measurements between particles of different species (Funsten
et al., 2005).

At low ion energies only H+ is detected, thus C1,O = 0 and correspondingly RO = 0. The probability of detect-
ing hydrogen using D1 is

P1;H E0; τFð Þ ¼ TGε1;H E0; τFð ÞTF;H E0; τFð Þ: (28)

The probability of detecting hydrogen using D3 is

P3;H E0ð Þ ¼ TGε3;H E0ð Þ: (29)

A reasonable assumption for this method is that the factors affecting the detection efficiency of D1 are inde-
pendent of those affecting measurement of secondary electrons at D3. Therefore, the probability of a coinci-
dence between detectors D1 and D3 is simply the product of their individual detection probabilities: P1,3 =
P1P3. Thus, the coincidence count rate is

C1;3;H E0; τFð Þ ¼ GφHP1;H E0; τFð ÞP3;H E0ð Þ

¼ GφHT
2
Gε1;H E0; τFð ÞTF;H E0; τFð Þε3;H E0ð Þ: (30)

The ratio C1,3,H/C1,H is the absolute detection probability for detector D3:

P3;absolute ¼
C1;3;H E0; τFð Þ
C1;H E0; τFð Þ

¼ TGε3;H E0ð Þ: (31)

Thus, monitoring the coincidence count rate between D1 and D3 enables determination of the absolute
detection efficiency of D3 for incident H+ above ~1 keV (the approximate low‐energy threshold for H+ in
D1). In this way the performance of D3 can be monitored throughout the mission. Note that in the general
case, this technique can only be used to determine the detection efficiency of D3 and not D1, since D1 detects
only H+ whereas D3 is sensitive to both H+ and O+, even at low energies. Conversely, in an environment
where the measurements determine no oxygen is present (φH ≫ φO), the detection efficiency for H+ above
~1 keV (the approximate low‐energy threshold for H+ in D1) can be determined for both D3 and D1.
Likewise, in an environment where no H+ is present (φO ≫ φH), the detection efficiency for O+ above
~10 keV (the approximate low‐energy threshold for O+ in D1) can be determined for both detectors.

5. Summary

In this study we presented a novel application of ultrathin foils for low‐resource mass differentiation of H+

and O+ for space weather applications. This instrument concept utilizes two detector configurations: config-
uration D2 consists of a detector with only a grid and no foil which measures incident H+ and O+ flux, while
configuration D1 is a detector with a grid and foil that transmits H+ and blocks O+ through an exploitation
of the difference in stopping power for incident ions of different species. To demonstrate the feasibility of this
mass differentiation technique we built a concept prototype and characterized its response to monoenergetic
H+ and O+ ion beams. We characterized eight ultrathin carbon foils, for which we first measured the
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angular scatter distribution of transmitted H+ ions as a function of energy, a proxy for the foil thickness. We
then measured the transmission of H+ and O+ through the two detector configurations. We confirmed the
following features of ultrathin foil transmission:

1. Neither H+ nor O+ are observed to transit a foil at very low energies because they are completely stopped
in the foil.

2. The energy at which ions begin to transit a foil increases with increasing foil thickness.
3. O+ begins to transit a foil of a particular thickness at an energy that is substantially higher than for H+

due to the larger energy loss of O+ in the foil relative to H+.
4. The transmission of both H+ and O+ at higher energies both approach unity as more ions successfully

transit the foil.

We determined that there is an upper limit of a few tens of keV for this O+/H+ separation technique. Over
the operable energy range for this technique, the measured ratio of O+/H+ can range from near zero (no O+

present, all H+ measured) to very large (minimal H+ present, all O+ measured). The concept is a low‐
resource monitor for distinguishing O+ and H+; additional measurement is required to separate H+ from
He+, or to distinguish ions within the CNO group.

We presented two implementations of this technique in a space‐qualified instrument. The low‐resource con-
figuration consists of alternating D1 and D2 detector subsystems for separatingmeasurements of H+ and O+.
The strength of this technique is its simplicity, with the drawback resulting from different look directions for
D1 and D2. A more complicated implementation employs two detectors that measure H+ and O+ in the
same look direction, again with relatively simple electronics. Upgrading the electronics to enable coinci-
dence measurements in this configuration yields the added benefit of continuous monitoring of the foil‐free
detector performance. Finally, we derived expressions for the H+ flux and O+ flux incident on the instru-
ment using only the counts received by each detector and the laboratory‐determined, species‐dependent
response—these expressions demonstrate that the instrument is capable of O+/H+ mass differentiation in
a space plasma environment.
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